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                   Chapter 7: Structure of Special Markets
                                       
                     Articles 7.1: Special Markets
                                       
                                       
_7.1.a Definition Special Markets
 A special market is a market in which free competition for consumers
 and/or labor can have advantages, but needs a specialized solution to
 be adequate. Special or partially special markets are defined by the
 Two Thirds majority of Government.
.
.  Reasoning. Special markets may need to be special for a wide
.  variety including unforeseeable reasons, it is therefore impractical
.  and impossible to define them beforehand. It is therefore also
.  impossible to define what kind of rules may need to govern any such
.  a special market, what would be the best way to oversee them,
.  to lead them, etc. Rules may need to change when either conditions
.  or people change. The Two Third rule is to ensure that complete
.  sectors don't change erratically with flickering 50% majorities.
.  A example is health-care: certainly patient-preference can help
.  a hospital to seek improvement to make patients happy, basic
.  market operations have advantages. But a patient can not be bartered
.  with for highest price while nearly dying, a hospital is a high
.  cost facility and therefore there might only be one in a wide
.  area, therefore a completely free market has disadvantages that
.  need as tailored solution for this kind of activity. Consumer
.  pressure is beneficial, but seeking maximum profit from helpless
.  costumers probably is not.
                                       
                                       
    _7.1.a-1 Special Markets, no limit
     For Special Markets defined in Article 7.1.a, Definition Special 
     Markets, the Articles in Chapter 5, Structure of Monopoly Sectors
     and the Articles in Chapter 6, Structure of Free Markets, Chapter 9,
     Structure of Resources can be relieved. 
.
.      Reasoning. Making a market special is a concept which can conflict
.      with mentioned chapters.
                                       
                                       
_7.1.b Special Markets Service Group
 The Two Third Government can establish a Special Markets Service
 Group, organized similarly to a Monopoly Sector Service Group (see
 Article 5.1.c, Service Group.
.
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.  Reasoning. It can happen that an area of activity does not fall under

.  the Monopoly Sector (see Chapter 5, Structure of Monopoly Sectors),

.  but for some reason a Government controlled or established business

.  is needed. This can be to force a standard on an industry, by engaging

.  a market in competition with the business delivering the desired qualities.

.  A certain (sub) market would then be declared a partially special market,

.  because of sub-standard production. The special thing about it being,

.  for instance, that a service group would be created for it. The service

.  group would automatically be restricted to only that market. Other

.  reasons can be poor quality of treatment of workers, or some kind of

.  economic emergency requiring (temporary) direct commandeering of

.  businesses, to provide a certain service to the public.


